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• Romanticism is a complex 
artistic, literary, and 
intellectual movement 
that originated in the second 
half of the 18th century in 
Western Europe, and gained 
strength during the 
Industrial Revolution

• Romanticism got its name 
from a revived interest in 
medieval tales called 
“romances”

• One main characteristic of 
Romanticism was its worship 
of nature– both man and 
nature were seen as being 
touched by the supernatural 
(religious)

ROMANTICISM

VALUES: Intuition, emotion, 
imagination

INSPIRATION: Medieval and 
Baroque eras, middle and far east

TONE: Subjective, spontaneous, 
non-conformist

COLOUR: Deep, rich shades

SUBJECTS: Legends, exotica, 
nature, violence

GENRES: Narratives of heroic 
struggle, landscapes, wild animals

TECHNIQUE: Quick 
brushstrokes, strong light-and-
shade contrasts

COMPOSITION: Use of diagonal



Caspar David Friedrich, Wanderer above the Sea 
of Fog, 38.58 × 29.13 inches, 1818, Oil on canvas

• The work depicts a man, the artist 
himself, standing atop a high 
mountain, before a great mass of fog 

• Friedrich was attracted to the idea of 
seeing and experiencing nature in 
isolated and wondrous places

• The work is personal and emotional 
unlike the works of the neoclassical 
painters

• This piece illustrates the sublime in 
nature

THE SUBLIME: impressing the mind with a 
sense of grandeur or power; inspiring awe



J.M.W. Turner, Rain, Steam, and Speed– The Great Western 
Railway, 1844, oil on canvas.

• J.M.W. Turner began his painting career 
painting landscapes with a smooth and 
detailed technique

• He later experimented with a more abstract 
style of painting which was radical for the 
time

• He attempted to make colour 
alone inspire feeling in his paintings

• Rain, Steam and Speed […] is a 
late-style painting which eliminates 
details and focuses on the essential 
form of a locomotive speeding over 
a bridge towards the viewer

• This is one of the first paintings of 
a steam train (invented 20 years 
before)

• Turner tried to express the idea of 
speed, air, and mist through blue 
and gold pigments

• Turner researched the painting by 
sticking his head out of a train 
window during a storm

• Although Turner never considered 
himself an abstract painter, he 
was ahead of his time



Eugene Delacroix, Liberty Leading the People, 1830, oil on 
canvas.

• Liberty Leading the People 
commemorates the July Revolution 
of 1830, which toppled Charles X 
(King of France)

• A woman personifying Liberty 
leads the people forward over the 
bodies of the fallen, holding the tri-
colour flag of the French 
Revolution in one hand and a 
bayoneted musket with the other.

PERSONIFICATION:  an imaginary 
person or creature conceived or 
figured to represent a thing or 

abstraction 

• A mound of corpses acts as a kind of pedestal from which Liberty strides, barefoot 
and bare-breasted, out of the canvas and into the space of the viewer 

• The Phrygian cap she wears had come to symbolize liberty during the French 
Revolution of 1789

• The fighters are from a mixture of a classes-- the bourgeoisie, represented by the 
young man in a top hat--to the lower classes-- the boy holding pistols . What they have 
in common is the fierceness and determination in their eyes

BOUR
GEOIS

IE:  th
e middle 

class- the industrial revolution 

brought about the rise of the 

middle class



Théodroe Géricault, The Raft of the Medusa, 1818-19, oil on canvas.

• An extremely large painting (491 × 717 cm), it was highly 
controversial at its first appearance in the Salon of 
1819, attracting passionate praise and condemnation. 

• The painting depicts the desperate survivors of the 
French frigate Medusa, which gained notoriety when it 
struck the Bank of Arguin off the west coast of Africa 
in 1816 (a contemporary event)

• The captain and crew took 
the life boats and left the 
immigrants to drift away 
without food or water

• Géricault investigated the 
story like a reporter, 
interviewing survivors and 
studying cadavers in the 
morgue

• Because of the graphic nature 
of the work and its political 
ties to contemporary life (not 
past subjects) it created 
controversy

• From this time onward, 
French art expressed 
emotion rather than 
intellect

SALON: A 19th century art gallery that 
hung art works from the floor to the 

ceiling



What makes this painting characteristic 
of the Romantic style? Diagonal 

compositionFull of emotion

Non-
Conformist

Created 
controversy

Deep, rich 
shades: 

gold & reds

Subjects: Nature (ocean 
storm) & Violence (death, 

deception)

Genre: Heroic struggle- the 
poor battle nature

High 
contrast- 

light & dark


